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ABSTRACT

High range resolution can be obtained using a nuniber of methods including ultra-
wideband radar, intrapulse pulse compression, and super-resolution techniques This thesis

investigates the achievement of high radar range resolution by means of the step frequency

waveform The key advantage of the step frequency appioach compared to other methods

is the wide effective bandwidth resulting in high range resolution while still maintaining a

narrow instantaneous bandwidth which eases A/D sampling requirements The effects of

various waveform parameters on the high resolution range profile are deternined for both

noise and clutter limited environments. A novel technique is developed which enhances the

resolution of moving targets in clutter and estimates the target velocity This method

consists of clutter cancellation followed by successive velocity compensations Finally

design methods are developed to optimize system performance in a low PRF mode for

both noise and clutter limited environments. AcsF
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II
1. INTi,,.-ACTION

Onc important feature of any radar system is the resolution of the target in the range

domain. A fine range resolution allows the user to distinguish between two closely spaced

targets that might otherwise be incorrectly judged as a single target and can aid in the

target identification process Moreover, a fine range resolution will enhance the target

signal re!ative to the background clutter. For any pitsed radar system, an increase ir the

effective waveforn: bandwidth wilt improve the range resolution.

In recent years, a number of high resolution techniques have been availabie to the

radar designer to improve the range resolution of the radar system. These techniques can

be grouped into four main categories: ultra-wideband radar (UWB3), superresolution

techniques, intrapulse pulse compression techniques, and interpulse pulse compression -

techniques

Ultra-Wideband Radar achieves fine range resolution because of the extiemely

narrow pulses (on the order of nanoseconds) which are transmitted without carrier As a

result, the large instantaneous bandwidth imposes severe constraints on the analog to

digital conversion process since the waveform sampling niust meet the Nyquist criterion

Moreover, the UWB radar requires new wideband components different from those used

in conventic',al narrowband radars. [Ref I p. 3 ]

Superresolution techniques involve the use of high-resolution optimal estimation

methods These methods are based on an eigenstructure technique that makes use of the

covariance matrix of the received signal [Ref 2,p 18]

Intiapulse pulse compression (PC) methods have been commonly used to increase the

range resolution of radar systems These techniques increase the irstantaneous bandw,%idth

t



by applying either frequency coding or phase coding to each transmitted pulse. The

received pulses are processed in a filter matched to the transmitted signal resulting in a

compressed pulse. Frequency coding techniques include the common linear frequency

modulation (LFM) or chirp method, and discrete coded segments within the pulse [Ref

3.pp 420-424) Phase coding techniques include binar)y phase codes as well as various

polyphase codes [Ref 4:pp. 223-228]

The step frequency waveform is an interpulse pulse compression method in which the

carrier frequency of successive pulses is varied by a fixed frequency step- Wide bandwidth

is indirectly achieved over several pulses instead of within a single pulse as in conventional

pulse compiession signals The effective waveform bandwidth is the product of !he

number of coherently integrated pulses N and the frequency step size AF

The returns of these N pulses at different carrier frequencies constitute the frequency

spectrum, of the target retlectivity and are coherently integrated by the inverse FFT to yield

the high resolution range profile (HRR profile) The signal processing transforms wide

original range bircý into finer range bins The l-RR profile does not give absolute range

position of the target but gives the relative position of each scattering center within the

origiral range bin

The key advantage of the step frequency method compared to other pulse

compression techniques is that the range resolution is increased while still maintaining a

narrow instantaneous bandwidth As a result, the analog to digital conversion

requirements are less stringent Moreover, as opposed to the UWB waveform, the range

resolution can be achieved by% merely adding a stepped frequency synthesizer to a

conventional narrowkband radar receiver and performing th'e required signal processing on

the received signal
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The step frequency %k iveform has two primary limitations. First, as opposed to a

pulse-doppler radar, the step frequency radar cannot directly measure the velocity of

moving targets based on the Doppler shift Second, as compared to intrapulse pulse

compression, the step frequency waveform requires additional time to transmit and receive

N pulses needed to obtain the equivalent wide bandwidth of a single narrow pulse

The purp~ose of this thesis is to investigate the means by which high range resolution

can be achieved via the step frequency waveform Chapter 1I presents the primary step

frequenrcy radar parameters, a brief system description, and the signal processing that

results in the fine range resolution Chapter III summarizes the relationships between the

various radar design parameters and their effects on the overall system pertonnance

Moreover, this chapter presents methods for designing a step frequency radar system

based on various user requirements and constraints Chapter IV presents the results of a

high range resolution (HRR) simulatio;, using the steo frequency waveform The

,SimuatnUoi %..upui iP OWr pio..essed rariSe profile corresponding to one original range bir

The HRR simulation graphically displays the effect of varying individuai radar parameters

in both noise-limited and clutter-limited situations In addition, a vew technique is

presented which enhances the rai.ge resolutien of movin~g targets in clutter and estimates

the target velocity by clutter cancellation followed by repeated velocity compensations

Appendix A contains the detailed descuiption of the simulati.on programs, aod Appendix B

includes the program codes

3



11. OPERATING PRINCIPLES OF STEP FREQUENCY RADAR

A. STEP FREQUENCY WAVEFORM

The step frequency waveformn can be described as an interpulse version of the

common linear FM pulse compression waveform. A series of N coherent ptukeýs are

transmitted whose frequencies are monotonically increased from pulse to pulse by a fixed

frequency increment AF as shown iii Figure 2 1 .Each pulse has a fixed pulse width T,. and

the pulses are transmitted itt a fixed pulse repetition fr--quency (P.RF) [Ref 5.pp 160-

1611 The frequency of the kth pulse is given by

fL f+ (k - )AF (2 1)

wher,- f is the nominal carrier frequency, and AF is the frequericy step size

The instantaneous bandwidth of this waveform is approximately equal :o !he inverse

of the pulse width and is much less than the effective bandwidth. Th.- waveform's eff'ective

bandwidth, denoted as B31 -. in contras, to the instantaneous bandwidth is determinzed by

the product of the number of pulses N and . ie frequency step size AF

B~f =NAF (2.2

The range resolution for anyv ý-ave-fcrm- is deplendot on this effective bandwidth of the

waveformn The range resolution of the step firequencv waveform, in mneters, is given as



"7 + Al1 w Uniform step

Ec3 3-

I2 - Pulse rapotitior interval

MPRI

2 3 4
PuLse numbor

Figure 2 Step frequency wavefonn paianicters [Ref 6 o. 235j
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Ii

Ar =K( C )= K(c )(3

where K is a constant determined by the weighting window and is greater than or equal to

unity, and c is the speed of light (3 x 10' m/s) From equation (2.3), the range resolution

can be made finer by either increasing the number of pulses and/or increasing the

frequency step size. [Ref 6 :p. 234]

The coherent processing interval (CPI) is the total time duration in which echo

returns are collected from a particular target for signal processing The CPI is simply the

product of the number of pulses N and the pulse repetition interval (PRI)

CPl - N(PRI) (24)

The coherent processing interval is also referred to as the ramp repetition interval (RRI) or

the burst time

B. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The step frequency radar system consists of elements commonly found in a coherent

pulse-doppler radar. A block diagram of a step frequency radar system is shown in Figure

(2.2) A pulse is generated by first mixing the outputs of a fixed coherent oscillator at the

IF frequency range (30-60 MHz) with a stepped frequency synthesizer whose frequency is

stepped at a rate equal to the pulse repetition frequency (PRF) The sum frequency from

the first mixer is then mixed with a stable, coherent RF frequency oscillator The sum

frequency of this second mixer is then pulse modulated and anipl~fied prior to being

transmitted

.,•. m* r• ,, Mr ", , •I ,r• , • -. iM •, , " • • •. p - m • • , r "1 , - •- .6
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The carrier frequency of each transmitted pulse is comprised of three elements: the fixed

IF frequency of the coherent oscillator (COHO), the fixed RF frequency of the stable

oscillator (STAL0), and the variable firequency of the stepped frequency synthesizer.

Thus, the carrier frequency of the kth pu!se is given by the following equation

f a = fko + fmho + f,•,-n (2.5)

The received pulse first passes through the duplexer and is then sent through an RF

amplifier After this stage, the return signal is mixed with the STALO, and the

downcon,,erted frequency is further mixed witn the stepped frequency synthesizer The

stepped frequency synthesizer is synchronized so that the transmitter and receiver are on

the same frequency step within the PRI As a result multiple time around echoes will have

frequencies which will vary by multiples of the frequency step size AF. The difference

.t-equency between the downconverted STAL) output and the second rlixer (i e the

stepped synthesizer) is the IF frequency The signal is then passed through an IF amplifier

which serves as a matched filter for the echo return The bandwidth of the filter is

approximately the inverse of the pulse width Thus, multiple time around echoes whose IF

frequencies fall outside the filter bandwidth will be rejected The amplified signal is then

split into two separate channels The first channel is mixed with the coherent oscillator

directly, and the second channel is mixed with the COHO signal after it has undergone a

90 degree phase shift The difference frequencies in channels one and two comprise the in-

phase (1) and quadrature (Q') components iespectivel. Each of the I and Q components

are in the video frcquencv f-ange [Ref 6 pp 236-237]

Both the in-phase and quadrature signals are seni through an analog to digital

converter (AID) whose outputs are sampled at a rate equal to the inverse of one pulse

8



width The I and Q samples for each range bin are stored in memory until all the pulses

within the burst h ve been received for processing Complex samples for each ran - bin

are transformed by an inverse FFT to form the high resolution range profile (HRR profil2)

for that range bin. To reduce sidelobes in the range profile, the I and Q samples are usually

windowed prior to computing the inverse FFT

One of the key advantages of a step frequency radar compared to radars using other

wideband waveforms is that the narrow instantaneous bandwidth eliminates the

requirement for extremely hi 'h analog to digi.•1 conversion rates which can be a major

limiting factor in the system design The major limitation in the step firequency method is

the time required to transmit and receive N pulses to achieve the desired fine range

resolution

C. WAVEFORIM PROCESSING

As opposed to conventional dars. the pulses within one coherent processing interval

have different carrier frequencies The target return from a pulse at a specific frequency is

the magnitude of the target reflectivity at that frequency The collection of these samp!es

from N pulses at N fre luencies essentially constitutes a frequency .pectrum

The return signal corisists of a video signal comprised of in phase and quadrature

components as given by-

l(k) = Ak CO5~L (26)

Q(K) = A, sin c., (2 7)

9 •



and the complex samples are then formed as

S(k) = I(k) - jQ(k) = Ak exp(-jl)k) (2.8)

where

Sk= 2rfkt, (2 9)

: - -R (2.10O)
c

and f, refers to the kth frequency step of the frequency stepped synthesizer. and t,

denotes the round trin tirnie rdiu ton c stat on ary scatterer at range P. Proicessinn of re ej 'ed

signals can be interpreted as converting frequency domain target reflectivity data %.ia the

inverse Fourier transform into the time domain to formi the high range resolution (HRR)

profile.

If the target's velocity is in the radar's line of sight, the target's range can be

generalized to become

Rý = R (k - 1)vT (2.11)

where R, refers to the initial range at which the target is detected, v is the radial velocity

of the target, and T equals the PRI A positive radial velocity indicates an opening target,

i0
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and a negative radial velocity indicates a closing target Moreover, a single point scatterer

with a constant velocity is assumed in these equations

The overall expression for the baseband return signal can be determined by

substituting the instantaneous frequency from equation (2.A), the phase from equation

(2.9), the round trip time from equation (2.10), and the target range from equation (2-11)

into the expression for s(k) in equation (2.8) The resulting expression is given by

S(k) = Ak exp(-j 4t -[ff +(k - 1)AF][R, + (k - 1)vT]) (2 12)
C

Expanding the expression inside the exponent in equation (2.12) results in a nonlinear

phase teri which causes range-doppler coupling for moving targets The degree of range-

doppler coupling profoundly impacts the range resolution of moving targets, as well as the

integration gain of the signal processing [Ref 7:oD 4-51 A complete description of these

effects will be discussed in a later section The set of N sampled baseoand signals, S(k),

from a given range bin of width ct/2 are converted to a time domain range profile by the

inverse FFT [Ref 6 :p. 238]:

s(n)= NS(k)exp J ,ni 0_ifnN-I (2,13)

1. Phase Relaticnships of Return Signals of Successive Pulses

The phase of a target return from a given range for a specific pulse is obtained

from equations (2 9) and (2 10) and is given by

Sr• •F m'• • !P i!, l!•a |• V ' ! + ! im • i i l • .l l • :1,1



k = 4 7fiRk (2.14)
C

"The step i equency method produces an induced phase shift between successive pulses

because of the shift in the carrier frequency from pulse to pulse. The time rate of change of

the phase is given by:

d(•k) 4 Trd(fLR_. ) = 4nRR L 4 kf k

dt c dt c c (2.15)

The corresponding frequency is given as

I d(*D) 2R_ +ýk2f

f, dt Ck c (216)

rhe rate at which the phase shifts from pulse to pulse depends on two

components, as in equation (2.16). The first component is the rate of change of the

instantaneous carner frequency, f, The second component is the Doppler shift of the

target caused by reiative motion in the radial line of sight. If the relative motion between

the target and the radar is negligible, equation (2 16) can be approximated as follows

[Ref 6:p 239]

1, 2R A 2Rk F(2 17)c T c

12
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The maximum unambiguous range is that for which the induced phase shift

frequency equals the PRF. Therefore, the maximum unambiguous range of the high

resolution range profile is given a-:

C

R 2AF (2 18)

The unambiguous range is inversely proportional to the frequency step size The

above expression is similar to the unambiguous range for a conventional radar except that

the frequency step size appears in the denominator instead of .he PRF. If AF is I MHz, the

unambiguous range will be 150 meters which is very small in comparison to conventional

radars As a consequence, any target with a range which is a multiple of the unambiguous

range will be folded into the range profile resulting in range amboguity For example,

targets with ranges of 100 meters 250 meters 400 mmtr, etc" ,ill :ll arpear in th- same

location in the HRR profile Therefore, one cannot obtain absolute ranges to individual

scatterers Instead, the HRR profile gives relative range positions of scatterert, contained

within one pulse width [Ref 6:p. 243]

2. Range Bin Transformation

The original range resolution cell of the step frequency radar prior to taking t

inverse FFT is determined by the pulse width and is given by

c't

Atý1.,, :": -(2 19)
2

where Tt is the pulse width (if pulse compression has been used earlier, C refers to the

compressed pulse width) As a result of the signal processing, the unambiguous range

13
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window of width R, is split into N fine range resolution cells whose width (assuming no

range weighting functions so that, K, the resolution loss factor due to windov.ng, is set to

unity) is equal to

-C (2.20)

N 2NAF

The fraction of the unambiguous range window Ru which is occupied by the original

range bin Ar,•, is given as follows.

c- 2 AF (221)
Ru c2AF

The original range bin is subdivided into finer range bins The number of processed range

bins corresponding to the original range bin is equal to

STAF)-N (2.22)

Ar

3. The Implications of the Product tAF

The product of the pulse width and the frequency step size has major

consequences on the nature of the HRR profile In ge,,eral, there are three possible

outcomes

When "tAF is equal to one, the unambiguous range window, R.., equals the

original range bin size of c't/2 In effect, the old range bin is split intc N segments with

14
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each segment having a range resolution equal to Ar. This situation represents the minfimum

required sampling rate in the frequency domain for a given pulse width. It should be noted

that the sampling rate in the frequency domain is equal to the frequency step size. The

drawback to setting -,AF to unity is that it becomes difficult to notice the wraparound of

scatterer peaks caused by slight changes in target range. Moreover, aliasing may occur if

there is interference from adjacent original range bins [Ref 7 :p 7] Finally, if the original

range cell contains a moving target and clutter, the target will be masked by clutter [Ref

5 pp 168-169]

When rAF is less than one, the original range bin comprises only a fraction of

the unambiguous range window. This situation represents oversampling in the frequency

domain and leads to a loss of resolution in the range profile. However, the unusea portion

of the range profile repesents a clutter free zone which can be used to detect moving

targets

When -cAF is greater than one, the unambiguous range window is smaller than

the ori*inal range bin This situation represents undersampling in the frequency domain

As a result, those regions of the original range bin not contained within the unambiguous

range window will fold over resulting in aliasing of the HRR profile This situation must

be avoided for mapping range profiles. [Ref. 8:pp 602-6031

One basic requirement in choosing the freauency step size is that the

unambiguous range window, R., must encompass the maximum target extent E to avoid

tal get wraparound, as shown below, or expressed alternatively in equation (2.24)

R. = E (223)I2AF

15



AF - (2.24)
2E

An additional requirement for good detectability is that the pulse width must

encompass the maximum target extent. If the pulse width does not encompass the target

extent, different scatterers within the target will not be located within the same original

range bin resulting in a loss of SNR [Ref 6 p 245]. To encompass the target extent, the

pulse width must be greater than or equal to the round trip time from the nearest point of

the target to the farthest point on the target, given by

-2E (2.25)
c

D. EFFECTS OF RADIAL VELOCITY ON THE RANGE PROFILE

Radial velocity between the radar and the target results in additiona! pulse to pulse

I phase shift caused by the Doppler effect The second component in equation (2.161

represents the Doppler frequency shift and can be rewritten as

f=d2 (226)
c -L

where X1, is the wavelength of the kth pulse, and v is the relative radial velocity between

the radar and the target The additional phase shift due to the radial velocity iesults in a

mismatch in the inverse FFT which acts as matched filtet for the stepped frequency

waveform ofdy if the radial velocity is equal to zero [Ref 7 p 44] The consequences of

the mismatch in the inverse FFT have three major effects on the range profile.

16



""The first effect is an attenuation of the peak signal level of the scatterer. Since the

mean noise level remains the same, this results in a reduction in the signal to noise ratio

(SNR). The second effect is the dispersion or spreading of the peak signal into adjacent

range bins The amount of dispersion is determined by a dimensionless parameter, P,

which represents the number of range bins the signal spreads in one coherent processing

interval.

- vN(PRI) (227)

Ar

The effects on the signal peak for different values of P are shown in Figure 2.3 In general,

the dispersion factor, P, should be kept below three for reasonable performance [Ref 7 .p

5] In effect, the dispersion of the signal results in a loss of range resolution because the

peak has broadened from one range bin of width Ar to several range bins whose width is

equal to PAi One should note that the dispersion can be effectively reduced by increasing

the PRF of the radar, without having to adjust the number of pulses N or the frequency

increment AF. [Ref 7Tp 46]

The third effect of radial velocity is a shifting of signal peaks iD. tile HRR profile This

effect is similar to the range-doppler coupling effects in conventional linear FM pulse

compression waveforms In addition to the dispersion or broadening of the peak, the

location of the peak is shifted by L range bins where L represents the bin shift factor and is

given by [Ref 7 p 45]

17
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L P = fdN(PIU) (2.29)

where

f, + - B,, (2.29)

The number of shifted range, bins, L, is directly proportional to the dispersion factor

P The factor i. is the median va'ic of the carrier frequency within one coherent

processing interval [Ref 7 p. 45]. If the slim uf the bin shift factor and tho original bin

lozation of the signal peak exceeds the N pulses usrd in tl'c inverse FFT, the signal peak

will w!apzrodnd fro'i the beginning oi the HRR resulting in an aliased profile. It will be

difficult tr, tell from the I-IRR whether the taget peak is in its actual position, or has been

wrapped around several tmcs due to radial motion The. bin shifit factor represents the -

nuabei of shifted range bins from the original peak location to the beginning of the

broadened shifted peak, not the ce.ter of the shifted peak.

Ont i•ay to itduce tie effects of radial velocity is to apply velocity compensation to

the frequency domain data prior to taking the inverse FFT. Assuming that all scatterers

wbthin a single target have the same known rad a! velocity, ofie can cancel the mismatch by

IT.iltiplying th,: returns from "le appioximare range location of the target by a correction

factor iRef. 6-p 253] The expressiort, tor the correction factor is given as

V, (k) = exp(j-• v(f ,-(k-l),F(k -)T) (2 30)
c
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where V,(k) is the compensation applied to ihe signal return of the kth pulse by

multiplying it with S(k) The key limitation in applying a compensation factor is that the

target velocity must be known in advance by another method, or be given by another

radar- Errors in the compensated speed are most significant if the sign of the velocity is

estimated incorrectly- For example, if the true target velocity is +300 m/sec (opening

target) and the compensated velocity is -300 mi/sec (closing target), the resulting

dispersion will prevent the target peak from being observed in the range profile.

In summary, the step frequency waveform consists of transmitting and receiving a

series of N coherent pulses whose frequencies change by a fixed amount AF. The wide

effective bandwidth equals the product of the number of pulses, N, and the frequency step

size, AF It is this effective bandwidth- achieved over several pulses, which results in the

fine processed range resolution The step frequency radar system is similar to conventional

narrowband systems with the addition of a stepped frequency synthesizer

Frequency domain reflectivity data are coherently processed by the inverse FFT to

produce the high resolution range profile for each original range tin. The fraction if the

HRR profile occupied by the original range bin is given by the product "cAF" This product

must be less than or equal to unity to prevent aliasing

Radial velocity between the radar and the target results in dispersion of the target

range profile, target range shirt caused by range-doppler coupling, and a reduction in

SNR Proper velocity compensation corrects these deficiencies but requires advance

knowledge of the correct target velocity If velocity comoensation is not possible,

increasing the PRF will alleviate the eflects of target motion on the I IRR profile
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Ill. DESIGN METHODOLOGY FOR STEP FREQUENCY RADAR

The design of a step frequency radar system requires a thorough understanding of the

eflects of the primary design parameters on the overall system performance These

primary design parameters consist of the fol!owingý

I N , the number of pulses within h coherent processing interval

2 AF, the frequency step size

3 fpR:,, the pulse repetition frequency

4 T, the pulse width (compressed pulse width if pulse compression is used)

Once the effects of these individual parameters are known, then it is possible to determine

optimal combinations of parameters to achieve certain specified design goals The design

process is shaped by the operational requirements determined by the user, as well as the

en\ ironment in which the radar will function

A. EFFECTS OF INDIVIDUAL PARAMETERS

In this section, all other parameters are assumed to be held constant while the

parameter of interest is being increased

1. Increase N, the number of pulses

An increase in the number of frequency steps N within a coherent processing

interval will increase the effective waveform bandwidth

B, = NAF (3 1)
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The ;ncreased bandwidth will result in a finer processed range resolution, Ar, since the

range resolution is inversely proportional to the waveform bandwidth:-

Ar= Kc (3.2)
2 Bff

An increase in N will also lead to a longer coherent processing interval (CPI), which is the

product of the number of pulses in a burst and the PRI which requires a longer dwell time

The longer processing time will also lead to a finer frequency resolution in the FFT since

, ---Kf-- (33)N!
For moving targets, an ;ncrcasc in the numbei of pulses will lead to a laige increase in the

dispersion factor P ( P x N2 ) and an increased bin shifl factor L, given by

P vN vN t .4vN:AF (3.4)

f"' Ar FM KC fp, Kc
N2NAF

%-N 2
Bcrf. fAr NAF f Kc fF,,,Kc

~'2NAF



2. Increase AF, the frequency step size

An increase in the frequency increment between pulses will increase the

waveform bandwidth as in equation (3. 1) and results in a finer processed range resolution

as in equation (3.2). In addition, increasing the frequency step size will decrease the

unambiguous range window since

R 2F (3.6)2AF .

For moving targets, increasing the frequency step size will increase the djopersion of the

target peak as in equation (3.4). However, AF does not influence the bin shift factor L as

indicated in equation (3 5) Increasing the frequency spacing between pulses without

regard for the pulse width can lead to aliasing in the range profile if the product of "rAF

exceeds unity. Aliasing will also occur if

C (37AF > - (3 7) -
2E

3. Increase the PRF

An increase in the PRF will lead to both improved and earlier detection of

targets The radar range equation written in terms of the peak power, P,, is given by

4P, G".-) nc
R P. ,=(3 8)W (47)'kT B, FL
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where

P, = the peak power of the transmitter in watts

G = the antenna gain of the trarsmit/receive antenna (assumed to be equal)

x = the radar wavelength in meters

n = the number of pulses coherently integrated within one scan

a = the radar cross section of the target in square meters

R = the detection range of the target in meters

k -Boltzmarnn's constant (1.38 xl- 23 )

T, = the noise temperature in degrees Kelvin

Bf = the radar's instantaneous bandwidth in Hertz

F = the receiver noise figure

L = a loss factor incorporating all other system losses

Equation (3.8) can be rewritten as:

_N) m,, G.ma x(47t)'kToFLfprj. (3.9)

where

TPOb = P, (31I0)
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As indicated in equation (3.9), the minimum SNR needed to detect a target at a given

range R, is inversely proportional to the PRF resulting in improved detection as the PRF is

increased.

Increasing the PRF will also reduce the range-doppler coupling for moving

targets since both the dispersion and bin shift factors are inversely proportional to the PRF

as shown in equations (3.4) and (3.5) For noise limited situations, the reduction in range-

doppler coupling eases the velocity compensation requirements and reduces the chances of

aliasing for uncomoensated range profiles. Although increasing the PRF will reduce the

chances oF aliasing in clutter limited situations, it may, however, prevent the migration of

the target peaks into the clutter free region which is required for target detection in the

presence of strong clutter. The PRF has no effect on the range profiles of stationary

targets in either a noise limited or clutter limited situation- Furthermore, the PRF has no

effect on the processed range resolution Ar or the unambiguous range window R. as in

equations (3.2) and (3.6) respectively The inverse FFT operation yields the HRR profile

containing N range bins with a resolution of Ar, which does not depend on the PRF

4. Increase x, the pulse width

An increase in the pulse width will increase the energy or average power

directed at the target which in turn will lead to both earlier detection for a fixed SNR, or a

reduced minimum SNR to detect a target at a given range, as follows

R (PT)GX2.,nc a EG2 .no (3.11).
NS (4-n)3kT°FL (S) .. 4.. )kT 0 FL

2N
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2(312)
C

However, for fine range profiling (i.e. mapping of stationary targets), this condition need

not be met.

B. SUMMARY OF EQUATIONS RELATING DESIGN PARAMETERS

Equations relating the important design parameters are summarized below in Tabie

31

TABLE 3 1 EQUATIONS RELATING IMPORTANT DESIGN PARAMETERS
Design Parameter Equation Design Parameter Equation

Processed Range , Dispersion
Resolution Ar=K Factor _ vN

2NAF fp Ar

Effective Waveform B , Range Bin Shift
Bandwidth B = Factor L vN

__ ___ _ B--- FAr

Unambiguous Clutter Free
Range Window R = c-- Fraction of Range Ar =AF

2AF Profile
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C. DESIGN METHODS FOR THE STEP FREQUENCY WAVEFORM

The following section contains various design metwods to achieve high range

resolution in either noise limited or clutter limited situations using the step frequency

waveform For each method, the principal requirements, the adjustable parameters, and

key assumptions will be stated prior to the detailed description of the various design steps

Each of these methods assumes a low PRF mode of operation, which results in

unambiguous initial target ranges out to the maximum detection range.

1. Design Method No. i: clutter environment

This design method is based on the assumption that clutter is the limiting factor

in the detection of targets. The effects of thermal noise on the range profile are minimal

compared to clutter- This situation would be expected if the main beam is pointed

downward. The principal requirements are as follows-

I Processed range resolution, Ar (meters)

2 Maximum target detection range (unambiguous), R,,,, (meters)

Maximum target extent, E (meters)

Minimum and maximum target radial velocities, %'min %'a, (m/s)

The adjustable design parameter.; are as follows

1. Fi,.quency step size, AF (Hz)

2. Pulse width, Tr (seconds)

3. Number of pulses within coherent processing inter-val, N

4 Pulse repetition frequency, PRF (Hz)

5 Clutter Free portion of HRR (expressed as fraction of entire profile)

6 Time on Target, T,•. (seconds)
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The design process consists of the following steps in the order shown below:

From the required processed range resolution, calculate the waveform bandwidth:

B•. = NAF = Kc (3.13)
2Ar

2 Determine the pulse width necessary for the pulse to encompass the target for good

detectability However, a largei pulse width will also increase the amount of clutter

in the range cell

t > 2E (3.14)
c

3 Determine the percentage of clutter free space in the range profile The fraction

of the range profile containing cOutter is specified by the following eqntation

C,2 = (TAF) (3 15)
Ko

Choosing a low value for the product -rAF (i e 0 1) will increase the fraction of

clutter free space which will result in improved detection of moving targets

However, it will worsen the processed range resolution Conversely, choosing

values of'rAF close to unity will eliminate the clutter free space where targets

may be detected Also, fast moving targets are likely to wrap around for high values

of TAF, which will degrade their detectability. The product tAF must not exceed

unity in order to preveit aliasing
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4. The frequency step size can be specified as the following:

(tAF),ý,
A• = - (3.16)

The value of AF determined by equation (.. 16) must also satisfy the following

requirement shown below to prevent aliasing

AF:<- c (3.17)
2E

If the value of the step size exceeds the constraint of equation (3.17), the appropriate

course of action is to reduce the frequency step size so that equation (3. ! 7) is

satisfied and then to increase the pulse width as needed to maintain the desired

artiount of clutter fiet: space (i.e. keep tAF constant) -

5. Determine the number of frequency steps N based on the required bandwidth

and the computed frequency step size

N B (3.18)
AF

6. Se!ect the PRF based on the following considerations

A The upper bound will be determined by the PRF needed to move the slowest

target fiom the beginning of the clutter region to just outside the clutter region

i The number of bins in clutter region equals (tAF)Nj (one pulse width)
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ii The required amount of bins to be shifted equals (cAF)N

(to move the target outside the clutter tegion)

iii. The bin shift factor L is given as:

L= -vN ),,-. (3.19)
B.,Ar ( fpR ) ,

iv. Set the bin shift factor equal to the number of bins to be shifted:

f• nN = (A.F)N (3.20)
B.,ffAr,-(fpR ),.,

v. After simplification, the upper bound on the PRF is.

(f RF) BfVnArAF (3.21)

B The lower bound on the PRF will be determined as that PRF which will cause

the target at the end of the clutter region with the maximum expected velocity

to the upper edge of the unambiguous range window without wrap around

i The number of range bins from the end o'the clutter region to the

upper edge of the rauge profile equals N(I - TAF)

ii Set this above quantity equal to the expression for the bin shifi

factor L. and solve for the resulting PRF
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iv

S B,•Ar(I - t(.)

If ('rAF) - 0.5, and target velocity is constant, the upper and

lower bounds are equal

The underlying rationale in determining the upper and lower bounds of the PRF is

that an increase in the PRF will reduce the range-doppler coupling resulting in a

reduction in both the number of bins that the target peak shifts and the dispersion of

the peak- As a result, the PRF must not be so high to the point where the bin shift is

insufficient to cause the moving target to migrate to the clutter tree zone.

Conversely, too low a PRF will increase the range-doppler coupling which ,iay cause

the target peak to wrap around-

7 The time on target is determined by the PRF and the number of frequency steps

mN

N", (3.23)

The PRF that is chosen must lie in the range specified by equations (3.21) and

(3.22). However, the value chosen must result in an unambiguous range greater than or

equal to the maximum target detection range If no PRF value within the range satisfies

the unambiguous maximum target range requirement, then the system must be redesigned

for a differeat range of target velocities or for a different maximum target detection range

2. Design Method No. 2: noise enviroun.ent

This design method is based on the assumption that the effects of clutter are

negligible. This assumption is valid in situations where the main beam is elevated upward

The design steps do not assume that velocity compensation has been appliec to the profile
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Velocity compensation can be includled aw the discretion of the radar designer if the

performance requirements cannot be me, otherwise. The principal requiremen's are as

follows:

1. Processed range resolution, Ar (meters)

2. Maximum. target de.tection range (unambiguous), R,.,,b (meters)

3 Maximum target extent, E (meters)

4. Target radial velocity, v (m/s)

5. Allowable range-doppler coupling e) ,Jressed in terms of maximum bin shifi and

dispersion.

The adjustable design parameters are as follows

I Frequency step size, AF (H1z)

2. Pulse width, T (sec)

3. Number of pulses within coherent processing interval, N

4. Puise repetition firequency, PRF (Hz)

5 Time on target, T,,: (sec)

The design process consists of the following steps in the order listed below

1. From the required processed range resolution, calculate the wavetbrm bandwidth

B'. = NAF =Kc (3.24)
2Ar
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2. --or good target dete-tability, determine the pulse width necessary to ercompass tl.e

target

2E
x 2 •(2.25)

c

This requiremen, nced not be met if target mapping is the primary concern.

3. Determine the fraction cf the unambiguous range window which is occupied by the

returns 'rom an original range bin of width ct/2. This fraction is giver by equati'n

(3-15) as being equal to Ohe product "rAF. Th avoid aliasing of the profile, -AF cannot

exceed unity In the absence of strorng clutter, this product should be set at or near

unity to provide Line processed range resolution

4 The frequency step size. AF, can be determined by simply dividing the v.,iuC Of tAF

by the pulse width

AF- (TAF) (3.26)

Provided that -oAF is less than or equal to unity, the frequency step size

determined by equaticn (3.26) automatically satisfies the critenion that

AF < c (3 27)
2E

which is the required sampling rate in the frequency domain
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5. Determine the number of frequency steps N based on the required bandwidth and

the computed frequency step size.

N= Bef (3.28)
AF

6 Choose the PRF as follows:

A. For stationary targets, select the PRF based on the following

considerations:

i. Maximum unambiguous target detection range

R,,.h = C (3.29)

ii Transmitter average power

P.g = P,-(fPRF) (3.30)

B For moving targets:

i Select the PRF based on the maximum expected target radial velocity

and the maximum tolerable bin shift, L,.,

fPR: = B f , V )(3 31)
Ar(L,
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2. Alternatively, select the PRF based on the maximum expected target

velocity and the maximum tolerable dispersion factor, P..:

fpR = (3.32)
Ar(P,,)

The PRF chosen by either of these methods will be consistent since

the maximum bin shift is proportional to the maximum dispersion

factor-

L". (3 33)

B~ff )

7 Determine the time on target based on the number of'pulses and the PRF

T.=N (3 34)

Upon completion of these steps, one must check to ensure that the chosen PRF

will not vield an unambiguous range in conventional radar terms (equation 3.29) that is

less than the maximum detection range If this is the case, then the PRF must be

recomputed in step five with a different value of maximum target radial velocity or a less

stringent maximum bin shift factor or a less stringent dispersion factor
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I
3. Design Method No. 3: noise environment, fixed time on tat-get

This design method is based on the assumptions that the effects of clutt, are

negligible and the time or target is fixed by other design considerations such a- .,e

antenna beam width and antenna scan rate Moreover, it is assumed that velocity

compensation has not been applied to the range profile. The principal requirements are as

follows:

1. Processed range resolution, Ar (meters)

2 Maximum target detection range (unambiguous), R.,•,, (meters)

3 Maximum target extent, E (meters)

4 Time on target, T,, (sec)

T'he adjustable design parameters are as follows

1. Frequency step size, AF (Hz)

2 Pulse width, -r (sec)

3 Number of pulses within coherent processing interval, N

4. Pulse Repetition Frequency, PR" (Hz)

The design process consists of the following steps in the order listed below

1. From the required maximum unambiguous target, calculate the PRF

- c
f =R ,- . (3.35)

2 Calculate the numbei of pulses N, based on the iime on target, and the PRF

N =T,. (ff ) (336)
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3. For good detectability, detenrine the pulse width necessary to encompass the target:

2E- E > (3.37)
C

As in the previous design method, the fraction of the unambiguous range window

occupied by the original range cell should be at or near unity, in the absence of

strong clutter. However, the product TAF should not exceed unity to avoid aliasing

4. Choose the frequency step size AF to obtain the required range resolution based on

the number of pulses N determined in step one:

AF = Kc (3.38)
2NAr

The major difference in this design method compared to the previous method is

that the PRF is determined primarily by the time on target constraints which are

determined by the antenna beam width and scan rate As a result, the target radial velocity

and maximum allowable bin shift no longer play a role in determining the PRF Moreover,

the number of pulses within the burst are determined by unambiguous range and time on

target constraints The frequency step size is then chosen based on the required range

resolution and the precomputed number of frequency steps.

To summarize, the primary design parameters of a step frequency radar are the

number of pulses, N, the frequency step size, AF, the PR[, and the pulse width, T

Optima' combinations of these parameters are determined to achieve certain specified

design goals Design methods are developed for a low PRF mode of operation in clutter

limited and noise limited environments.
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IV. SIMULATION OF HRR PROFILES

A simulation program was developed using MATLAB to graphically show the effects

of various step frequency waveform parameters on a synthetic range profile. The

simulation output is the HRR profile corresponding to a given original range bin of width

cT,2 There are three versions of simulation; one for noise limited situations, one for

clutter limited situations, and one for clutter limited situations which includes clutter

cancellation and velocity compensation. In the first two versions, a maximum of three

moving targets within the original range cell can be specified. The third version simulates a

single moving target. Moreover, all major waveform parameters such as the number of

pulses N, the frequency increment AF, the PRF, and the carrier frequency can be specified

In addition, the signal to noise ratio (SNR) and the signal to clutter ratio (SCR) at the

output of the IF filtcr can he specified of each taiget based on a reference value for a I

m_ target

The noise source is modeled as white gaussian noise with a variance of 0.0002 The

clutter sources are modeled as a series of ten closely spaced sinusoidai scatterers with

fixed ranges within the original range cell. The magnitude of each cluttei source is

identical and is based on the signal to clutter ratio for a I m2 target A complete

description of all three versions of simulation is given in Appendix A The program codes

are listed in Appendix B.
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A. HRR PROFILES IN NOISE LIMITED SITUATIONS

In this section, the HRR profiles will be embedded in white gaussian noise with

variai.ce of 0.0002. The reference waveform parameters are listed in Table 4.1. The

reference 11RR profile is shown in Figure 4.1.

TABLE 4.1 REFERENCE PARA.METCRS FOR HRR SIMULATION WITH NOISE

Parameter Reference Value

Number of Pulses _N)_500 II__

Frequency Step Size (AF) 10 MHz

Pulse Repetition Frequency (PEF 50 kHz

Pulse Width (T) 0 1 psec

Nominal Carrier Frequency (ft) I GHz

Processed Range Resolution (Ar) 003 ni

(unweighted) i

Unambiguous Range Window (R,) 15 m

Fraction of R. occupied by original range I

bin '-tAF) ___

Range Weighting Function Hamming (K=1.33)

Processed Range Resolution (Ar) 0-04 m

(with range weighting function) _

Initial Target Ranges ,_204 m (TI), 1210 m (T2), 1212 m(T3J

Target Cross Sections 100 m2 (TI), 10 m (T2), I m2 (T3)

Target SNR 20 dB (TI), 10 dB (T2), 0 dB (T3)

Target Velocities 0n."s (TI), 0 rms (T2) 0n 's (T3)J
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Figure 4.1 Reference HRR Profile with 3 stationary targets in white noise

Figure 4. 1 clearly reveals the peaks corresponding to the three targets located at 1204

m, 1210 m, and 1212 m. The inverse FFT (IFFT) bin number of each target peak is

directly related to the target range- To determine, the IFFT biin number for a specific target

range, the following steps are cameri out t-irst, the modulo rang-, RKo, is determined by

dividing the target range, R, by the unambiguous range, R0, as iollows

Rrrod = R, mod R, (4.1)

The EFFT bin number corresponding to the modulo range is then given by

IFFTb,,-R, R_, - (42)

In this case, R. equa!s 15 meters The HRR profile in Figure 4 1 represents range from

1200 to 1215 meters
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The product rAF is set to unity in the reference profile which results in the original

range bin of width ct/2 occupying the entire unambiguous range window RL. This gives a

processed range resolution of 0.03 meters unwindowed. However, the reference profile

has been multiplied by a Hamming window to reduce the sidelobes of each target peak

which results in a slight loss of range resolution from 0.03 m to 0.04 m. In the following

subsections, the pulse width, r, and the SNR will be held constant, and unless specified

otherwise, all HRR profiles are multiplied by the Hamming window The remaining

parameters will be varied one at a time from their reference value, and the resulting effects

on the range profile will be displayed.

1. Effect of Varying the Number of Pulses

Figure 4.2a shows the effect of increasing the number of pulses to 1000

[20 t
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• 40 T3i

S -sa
cF

."50 ..

-100 0 -~ • IFF b 100o0

I 'Tbin numb~et

Figure 4.2a HRR Profile of Iree stauionary targets in white noise. N = 1000

The major change in increasing the number of pulses is the increased range resolution

which is now 0 01i 5 m (unweighted ) Moreover, there is an increase in the SNR due to the

increase in processing gain due to coherently integrating 1000 instead of 500 pulses lItthe

number of pulses is reduced from the original number, the range resolution becomes
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coarser, and the SNR decreases due to a reduction in processing gain These results are

shown in Figure 4.2b. In this figure, the number of pulses has been reduced to 250 wihich

results in a range resolution of 0.06 m The reduction in the number of pulses reduces the

SNR gain to such an extent that the third scatterer is not detectable from noise.

.20 __ ' t 11

-,40 T3
7 ,J 3 -

S-50 :.

-60 , . I.

-To :.r "i •I ~ l '¢ .i i * ' I t •i a l 1 r l i

-90 200_0 50 1oo 150 200 S0

Figure 4.2b HRR Profile of three stationary targets in white noise. N 250.
Note the third peak (bin 200) is not distinguishable from the noise.

2. Effect Gf a Shift in Target Range

One of the key features apparent from the 1-M profile is that it is highly

ambiguous in absolute range- Only relative scatterer position within the original pulse

width is indicated lit the profile. Targets located at multiples of the unambiguous range

would all lie in the same relative position in the IlMRJ, profile In addition, a slight shift in

range position of the targets relative to the radar will cause the peaks to shift, and possibly

wraparound, resulting in range ambiguities For example. Figure 4 3 shows the range

profile when the three targets each have shified outward by six meters in range As a

result, the second and third peaks in the original profile have wrapped around so that they
appear first in the profile, whereas the first peak in the original profile appears last
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Figure 4.3 HRR Profile of three stationary targets in white noise. The range of
each target has increased by 6 meters.

3. Effect of Varying the Frequency Step Size

The frequency step size determines not only the range resolution, but also the
sizp Af' the unn-mh- n, nI, r %-n - - , A I . .... ." Ar .....--.. :-1 :.. ... - .A

."&U-. . .L 1"Ut a H,3UIL Bacrea sv A 14

resolution and a smaller unambiguous range window. Figure 4.4a shows the effect of

increasing the step size to 20 MHz. The unambiguous range has been reduced to 7.5

meters, and the range resolution was increased to 0.015 m. Therefore, the peaks at initial

ranges of 1210 m, and 1212 m have been folded over. The third peak is not resolvable

because its relative location is now very close to the sidelobes of the largest peak This

figure indicates a situation in which the unambiguous range window is smaller than the

original range bin width of CT/2, due to undersampling in the frequency domain

Figure 4 4b shows the opposite situation, in which the frequency step size has

been reduced to 5 MIHz In this case, the range resolution decreases to 0 06 m, but the

width of the unambiguous range window increases to 30 m This figure indicates

oversampling in the frequency domain, because the entire contents of one original range
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cell of width ctI2 are contained in the first half of the window. The second half represents

a free region clear of any targets and possible clutter, and contains only background noise.

ii
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Ru= 7.5 m The second and third peaks have folded over.
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Figure 4.4a HRR Profile wt of three stationary targets in white noise.wt AF 20 N4MHz
30,7. m The seniecondendtsir ofoeoiiaks range blde nowv omrie.n

-40 73"i: •r

I -70 •. r , I t i , ! ' ' 1 • ,

IFF'T bin number

Figure 4 4 HRR Profile of thiee stationary targets in white noise with AF =5 MHz
!• ~R. = 30 m. The entire contents of one original range bin now, comprise one

half of the unambiguous range window
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4. Effect of Varying the PRF and the Carrier Frequency

For stationary targets, the pulse repetition frequency (PRF) has no effect on the

final HRR profile. However, dispersion and bin shifting of profiles are sensitive to PRF,

and these only occur if the target has non-zero radial velocity. In addition, changing the

nominal carrier f'equency, fo, has no effect on the range profih, of stationary scatterers.

Figure 4.5 shows the HRR profile for three stationary targets when the PRF is increased

to 200 kHz, and Figure 4.6 shows the range profile for a carrier frequency of 12 GHz
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Figure 4.5 HRR Profile of three stationary targets in white noise PRF = 200 ld-z
This figure is identical with Figure 4.1 which displays the results with a
PRF of 50 kHz
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Figure 4.6 HIRR Profile of three stationary targets in white noise with camier
frequency set to 12 GHz. The results are nearly identical with Figure (4 1)
which showed the results for a carrier frequency of I GHzI

5. Effect of Range Weighting Function

Generation of HRR profiles for a given scatterer via the step frequency

waveform will result in range sidelobes which can degrade the ability to detect a target in

close proximity to another target. The inverse FFT reiults in a sin(x)/x shape for each

scatterer peak which results in a peak sidelobe level of-13 dB (-43 dB for [lamming [Ref

3:p. 426] ) below the main lobe. The application of a range weighting function prior to

taking the inverse FFT will result in: reduced peak sidelobe level. The reduction of

sidelobe levels comes at the expense of a slight reduction in the peak signal level and a

reduction in range resolution due to a broadening of the main peak [Ref 6.pp. 246-249]

The reduction in resolution is characterized by a dimensionless parameter, K, which

appears in the expression for the processed range resolution, equation (2 3) Figure 4 7a

shows an HRR range profile without a weighting function whereas Figure 4 7b shows the

same profile multiplied by a Hamming window. The range resolution for the iinweighted

profile is 0-03 m as compared to 0.039 m for the windowed profile.
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Figure 4.7a HRR Profile of three stationary targets in white noise (unwindowed)
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Figure 4-7b HRR Profile of three stationary targets in white noise preweighted by
a Hamming window prior to taking the invei-se FF1
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6. Effect cf Target Velocity

Target motion degrades the resolution of the HRR profile in three ways First,

the target peak is broadened into several range bins. The number of processed range bins

that the dispersed peak occupies is equal to the dispersion factor P given by

P = Nv (4.3)

Moreover, the dispersion of a target peak will also result in a reduction in SNR. An

extremely broad target peak will also reduce the detectability of other close-in targets

Finally, target motion will lead to a shift in the target peak location. The number of bins

sl-ifted is equal to the bin shift factor L given by

L =N_ (4.4)

If the bin shift factor L exceeds the differ.race between the number of pulses N and the

IFFT bin location for a corresponding siationary target, the target peak will wrap around

resulting in an aliased profile

The effects of target i....dc n can be mitigated by either increasing the PRF or by

velocity compensation. An increase in the PRF will decrease the dispersion factor P and

the bin shift factor L as in equations (4 3) and (4 4) respectively Switching to a higher

PRF will improve the range resolution and detectability of moving targets without

requiring prior knowledge of the target velocity However, a higher PRF results in a

reducec ambiguous range (in conventional radar terms).
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Velocity compensation, on the other hand, converts the rarge profile of a moving target

into the corresponding profile of a stationary target at the initial range location. As a

result, the dispersion and bin shifting are completely canceled However, velocity

compensation requires an accurate estimate of the target velocity- if different scatterers

within one pulse width have different velocities, an average of the velocities must be used,

but it will not result in complete compensation fcr any scatterer.

a. Effect of Uncompensated Target Velocity

Figures 4.8a-d show the uncompensated HRR profile for two stationary

targets and one moving target with speeds of 100 nms, 300 m/s, 500 m/s, and -200 m/s

respectively, at a PRF of 50 kHz
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Figure 4 8a I-RR Profile of one moving target, (T I) with a radial velocity of 100 m/s
PRF 50 kIlz T2 and T3 are stationary
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Figure 4.8b HRR Profile of one moving target, (TI) with radial velocity of 300 mr/sec
PRF 50 kHz T2 and T3 are stationary.
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Figure 4.8c ILRR Piofile of one moving target, (T I) with radial velocity of 500 ,n/sec
PRF = 50 kHz T2 and T3 are stationary
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Figure 4.8d HRR Profile of one moving target, (T i) with radial velocity of -200 mis
which indicates a closing target. PRF = 50 kHz.
"T2 and T3 are stationary

Figure 4.9 shows the effect of all three scatterers with different velocities

with respect to the radar. This situation can exist if different regions of a target have

differential velocities with respect to each other. 1-igure 4.10 shows the range protile .- all

three scatterers have the same radial velocity. The radar cross section of each moving

target has been set to '0 m' in Figures 4.11 to 4.13 for better visual clarity in identifying

the effects of multiple moving targets on the range profile.
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PRF 50 kHz
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b. Effect of Velocity Compensation

Velocity compensation at a speed of 100 m/sec can be applied to the profile

in Figure 4.10 to enhance its range resoiution whereas the same compensation factor will

not achieve optimum results for Figure 4.9 which has different radial velocities. Figures

4 11 and 4.12 display the results of velocity compensation applied to Figures 4.9 and 4.10

respectively.
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Figure 4 11 I-I.RR Profile in Figure (4.9) with velocity compensation of 100 ni/s
Note that T2 (at 100 m/s) is compensated correctly, but that T l, and 13
are still dispersed due to a mismatch between the target velocity and the
compensated velocity.
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Figure 4.12 '-HRR Profile of Figure (4 10) with velocity compensation of 100 /s-
Note, that the original distortion free range profile is recovered.

c. Effect of Increasing the PRF

The major limitation of applying velocity compensation factors is that an

accurate estimate of the velocities of individual scatterers must be obtained a priori

Moreover, differential velocities between scatterers within a single target wit! result in

imperfect compensation if a single velocity correction is apphied, as shown in Figure 4.11.

As a result, the PRF .iiould be increased as much as possible within other design

constraints to reduce the negative impact of radial velocity on the range profile. As the

PRF is increased, the velocity correction becomes less stringent Figures 4-13a-c show the

effect of varying the PRF from 20 kHz to 100 kltz, and 250 kHz respectively fbr three

scatterers each having a radial velocity of 100 mn/s
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Figure 4-13a HRR Profile of three moving targets with a radial velocity of 100 in/sec
PRF = 20 kHz. Note the increased dispersion and bin shift of all targets,
and the aliasirig caused by the wraparound of the target peak (T3).
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Figure 4 13b HRR Profile of three targets with a radial velocity of 100 rn'sec
PRF = 100 kI-z Note the reduction in dispersion and bin shifting
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Figure 4 1 3c HRR Profile of three scatterers with radial velocity of] 00 rn/s.
PRF = 250 kHz. Note that this profile looks similar to the velocity
compensated profile

B. HRR PROFILES IN CLUTTER LIMITED SITUATIONS

If echo returns from clutter are present in the o,-igiha! range cell, ther, the appeaiwice

of the HRR profile changes dramatically. The processed range profile contains numerous

peaks due tc clutter as well as a few peaks due to the targets of interest

By keeping the product of TAI: < 1, the clutter filled range celi occupies only a small

percentage of the unambiguous range window depending upon the value of TAF as given

by:

-- = cAF (4,6)R

The remainder of the range window consists of a clutter-free legion containing only

thermal noise- Targets having sufficient radial velocity in the line of sght of the radar will
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have their peaks shifted from the clutter filled region to the clutter-free region of the range

profile where it wili be easy to detect them The extent to which the moving target

migrates into the clutter-free region depends on the parameters which determine the

dispersion factor P and the bin shift factor L as given by equations (4.3) and (4.4).

Application of velocity compensation in a clutter limited situation without clutter

cancellation is counterproductive since the compensation factor causes the target peak to

move back into the clutter region. Although the dispersion of the target peak results in a

loss of resolution, the moving target will be detected whereas the corresponding stationary

target must compete with the clutter return in order to be detected.

The HRR profile of three scatterers within a single original range cell in the presence

of clutter is simulated by adding several stationary peaks to represent the clutter. The

nominal value of rAF is chosen to be 0. 1. Therefore, the clutter region of the range profile

comprises ten percent of the unambiguous range window. The signal to clutter ratio

(SCR) is the ratio of the signal power to the clutter power at the input of the signal

processing unit for a I m: target. The clutter magnitude is also based on the amplitude of

a I m2 target. The SCR can be specified independent of the SNR by the user. The full

description uf the simulation program is listed in Appendix A. The parameters for the

reference HRR profile with clutter are shown in Table 4.2. The corresponding profile is

displayed in Figure 4-14 Unless mentioned otherwise, all other parameters except the

parameter of interest will have the same value as shown in the reference profile
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TABLE 4.2 REFERENCE PARAMETERS FOR HRR PROFILE WITH CLUTTER

Parameter Reference Value

Number o1 Pulses (N) 5000

Frequency Step Size (AF) 1 MHz

Pulse Repetition Frequency (PRF) 20 kHz

Pulse Width (c) 0 1 lVsec

Nominal Carrier 1"requency (f,,) I GHz

Unambiguous Range Window (PR.) 150 in

Range Weighting Function Hammning QK-=1.33)

Initial Target Ranges 1204 m 1),Tl,1208 m J2), 1212 m (T3)

STaet. Cross Sections -_100 m- (TI), 10 m' (T2), I m- (D3)

Targei SCR ratio 0 dB (T"), -10 dB (T2), -20 dB (T2)

Ta, oen NR 1 - 10 TII), 10 u o l(j, 0dB (I3) N

,Target Velociti'ls 0 m/s (T 1), 0 m/s (T2), 0 m/s (T3)
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Figure 4 14 Re!'erence HRR Profile tbr three s~ationary targets in clutte;



Due to clutter in tl,,; original range bin, only the two large. stationary targets are

above the clutter. The clutter region compfises a tutal of (tAF)N bins, which in this case

equals 50.

1. Effect of Varying the Number of Pulses

An increase in the number of pulsei, N, results in increased range resolution

compared to the resolution of 0.3 m (unwindowed) for Figure 4.14. The effects of

increasing the number of pulses to 1000 and reducing the number of pulses to 250 are

shown in Figure 4.15a, and Figure 4.15b respectively.
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Figure 4.15a HRR Profile for three stationary targets in clutter. N - 1000.
Note the increased range resolution of 0 15 m (unwindowed)
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Figure 4.15b HRR Profile for three stationary targets in clutter. N = 250
Note the reduction in range iesolution (0.6 m unwindowed)

2. Effect of Varying the Frequency Step Size

Anr increase in the frequency step size also results in finer range resolution

Howeve, h a large fraction of the . "n...... I -...... as

shown in Figure 4. 16. As a result, there is less clutter free space with which to distinguish

between moving targets.
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Figure 4 1 . IIRR Profile of three stationaiy targets in clutter AF 5 MiHz, range
resolution = 0.06 m (unwindowed). Note that the cluttei occupies half of
the unambiguous '.ge window.

3. Ef-ect of Target Velocity

In a clutter limited situation. tarQets with suffilcient vPfltt., will i,, nto t,^

clutter free legion. Assuming that the number of pulses N is held fixed to maintain the

required range resolution, the PRF primarily determines the extent to which the target

moves into the clutter frce region. As given by equations (4.3) and (4.4), the dispersion

factor and bin shift factor are inversely proportional to the PRF. Thus for a given target

velocity, a lower PRF will shift the target peak further into the clutter free region

a. Effect of Single Moving Target

The effects of velocity changes for the 100 m: target (Ti) are displayed in

Figures 4 1 Ta-d The increase in radial velocity firom 300 m/s to 1000 mi/s results in both

increased dispersion of the scatterer peak as well as an increased amount of bin shifting of

the profile An incoming target, as shown in Figure 4.17d shows the sanle effects except

that the bin shift will be in the opposite direction
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Figuie 4 17a HRR Profile of moving target (TI') in clutter. Radial velocity 300 m's-
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Figure 4.17c HRR Profile of moving target (T I) in clutter Radial velocity -1000 in/s
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Figure 4 1 7d HRR Profile of moving target (TI) in clutter Radial velocity= -300 m/s
which indicates a closing target
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b. Effect of Aultipie Moving Targets

The effects of having multiple moving targets with the same velocity are

showr in Figures 4.1 Sa and (4.1 8b). This situation could correspond to multiple scatterers

within one distributed target traveling at the same velocity. As the velocity is increased

from 100 m/s to 500 m/s, the dispersed target peaks merge into each other making

individual target detection nearly impossible.
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Figure 4. 1 8a HRR Profile of three moving targets in clutter. Radial velocity = 100 M/s.
Note that each dispersed, shifted target peak is distinguishable.
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Figure 4 18b HRR Profile of three moving targets in clutter. Radial velocity = 500 m/s.
Note the merging of the target peaks into one large peak

The effects of multiple moving targets with different velocities on the range

profile are presented in Figures 4.19a, and (4 19b) This situation can indicate relative

riotion, between differerr scattering centers within a larger distributed target or close!y

spaced distinct targets. As shown in Figure 4 19b, it is possible to mistake a ',st opening

target with a rapidly closing target. I herefore, moving targets in the left half of the profile

should be interpreted as opening targets (negative Doppler), and targets in the right haif

should be viewed as closing targets (positive Doppler.) In both cases, the magnitude of

the Doppler shift increases as the targets approach the center. The sign convention is the

opposite of that used in conventional pulse-dopp!er radars
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Figure 4.19a HRR Profile of three mcving targets in ciutter. Radial velocities for T1,
T2, and T3 are 150 m/s, 300 m/s and 450 n/s respectively.
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Figure 4 19b HRR Profile of three moving targets in clutter TI is an incoming target
with a radial ve!ocity of -500 mis, T2 has a radia! velocity of 450 ni/s, and
T3 has a radial velocity of 100 mrs Since TI and T2 have nearly opposite
velocities, it is possible to mistake a fast opening target (T2), for a fast
closing target (T I)
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c. Effect of Varying the F=aF

The effects of varying the radar's pulse repetition frequency are shown in

Figures 4.20a-c for PRF's of 5 kHz, 20 kHl-, and 200 kHz respectively for three targets

with velocities of 150 m/s, 300 m/s, and 450 rn/s For these plots, the cross sections of all

targets have been set at 10 m2 to focus so!ely on the effects of varying the PRF. For the

low PRF case, the bin shift and dispersion of the third target result in fold over of the

peak, resulting in an aliased profile. As the PRF is increased to 200 kHz, the peaks

broaden slightly but remain in the clutter region.
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Figure 4.20a HIRR Profile of three moving targets in clutter. PRE 5 ki-Li Note the
inz:feased bin shift and dispersion of the target peaks and the foldover of
the -hird target
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Figure 4.20b I{RR Profile of three moving targets in clutter. PRF =20 kI-z.
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Figure 4.20c HRR Profile of three moving targets in clutter PRF 200 kHz
Note that all three targets are still in the clutter due to the high PRF
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Finally, velocity compensation cannot be applied to moving targets if clutter is

present in the original rang8e cell. Applying a compensation factoi will eliminate the

dispersion of -he peak resulting in increase"d range resolution. However, unless the clutter

is canceled, the compensation will shift the target peak back into the clutter. Figure 4.21

shows the effect of velocity compensation for three moving targets each with a radial

velocity of 100 m/s at a PRF of 20 kHz. As a result of the compensation, each of the

targets have shifted back into the clutter region and are less detectable.
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Figurt 4 21 -RR Profile of three moving targets in clutter Radial velocit) 100 m/s
fbr each target. v'elocitv compensation of 100 ni/s has been applied to the
profile Note that the targets have sh; led back i::o the clutter.
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C. IMPROVING RESOLUTION OF MOVING TARGZTS BY CLUTTER
CANCELLATION AND VELOCITY COMPENSATION

The range profiles of moving targets ir. clutter are clearly visible ouly if the target has

sufficient velocity to migrate to the cluter free region Although the tar8et peak will be

easily detected once in the clutter frxe zone, the resulting resolution Will be pooi er due to

dispersion The dispcrsion fcici P given in equation (4 3) determines the number of

processed range bias occup;ed by the moving target The effective processed resolution of

the target equals PAr instead of the optimum value of Ar In addition to the loss of

resolution, an excessive shirt ia the peak location due to rarge-doppler coupling may
result in target wrap around The rumber of bins shifted is equal to the b~n shift factor L,

given in equation (4.4)

To overcome these drawbacks one could apply velocity compensation directly

However, this would only shift the target peak back into the c!utter Therefore, the clutter

must be canceled prior to applying the velocity compensation One meihod to imvrov", the

range resolution of moving targets in clutter is proposed as followr. First, thl frequency

domain target reflectivity data is converted to the time domain HRR profile by an inverse

FFT. The frequency domain data iF not windowed prior to the IFFT The cluter fi'.ld

region of ihe range profile is canceled by multiplication with a rectangular gating functinn.

The modified range profile is then windowed prior to being transformed into frequercy

domain data via the FFT The velocity compensation factor is applied to the frequency

dom,,n data, and the resulting data is transformed to the corrected range profile by an

inverse FFT. The steps are summarized below

I Convert frequency domain reflectivitv data to the initial HRR profile via the IFT-

2. Apply clutter cancellation to ihe initial HRR profile

3 Estimate the compensation velocilTV

4 Apply a windowing function to the initial HRR profile
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S. Convert the modified IHRR profile to frequency domain data via the FFT

6 Apply velocity compensation to the resulting frequency domain data

7. Convert the compensated frequency domain data to the final HRR profile by IFFT.

As a result of applying these steps, the moving target peak moves to the correct range in

the HRR profile. More importantly, the resulting processed range resolution equals Ar

;nstead of PAr.

One key assumption in this method is that all targets within the original range bin

have tLe same velocity This assumption is valid in the case of several distinct scatterers

origir, ting from a large extended target As a result, a single velocity compensation factor

can be applied to the HRR profile corresponding to an original range bin Since the target

veclocity is unknown, a number of different velocity compensations can be applied one at a

tni-, and the compensation which yields the best resolution can be taken as the target

ve!-zC'tN

A simulation program was developed in MATLAB to demonstrate clutter

cancellatior with velocity compensation for a single moving target This program requires

the user to supply the WFET bin number corresponding to the maximum extent of the

clutter region, and the compensation velocity. The reference parameters for the simulation

are listed in Table 4-3. A complete description of the program (HRRCAD M) is given in

Appendix A As opposed to earlier profiles, the range profiles are given in magnitude
instead of de'.ibe! units for improved visual clarity. All simulation parameters other than

that wnich is being varied are fixed at the reference values indicated in Table 4 3
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TABLE 4.3 REFERENCE PARAMETERS FOR HRR SIMJLATION WITH
CLUTTEk CANCELLATION AND VELOCITY COVPENSATION

Farameler Reference Value

Number of Pulses (N) 500

Frequency Step Size (AF) 1 MHz

Pulse Repetition Frequency (PRF) 20 kHz

Pulse Width (T) 0. 1 psec

Pr-cessed Rang, Resoiutio.,_(Ar) 0.3 m

Nominal Career Frequency (fo) I GHz

Unambiguous Range Window (R,) 150 m

Fraction of Ru occupied by original 0 1

range bin (cAF)_

Range Weighting Function _amnn (K= 1.33)

IT,.rnav D.• nn 1"•'•0 --.

Target Velocity 500 n__s

Target Cross Set ion 1 m2

SCR for I m target 20 dB

1. Effert of Compensation Velocity

The effect of applying velocity compensation factors of 0 nVis (imco--.)ensated),

100 m/s, 300 mr's, 500 m/s, 700 m/s and 1000 mis for the reference target after applying

clutter cancellation is shown in Figures 4.22a-f respectixely. In each of these proflies, the

effects of noise are assumed to be negligible compared to cluttei All other reference

parameters are held constant
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Figure 4.22a Uncompensated HRR Profile. Target velocity = 500 nis-
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Figure 4.22b HRR Profile with clutter cancellation Target velocil' = 500 m/s
Compensation velocity = 100 m/s
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Figure 4 22c HRR Profile vAth after cancellation. Target velocity = 500 m/s.
Compensation -velocity = 300 mis.
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Figure 4 22d HRR F;,-f.le ,Nith cl!•*:er cancellation Target vedocity = 500 rays
Compensation velocity r- 500 rv's (i -. correct velouity compensation)
Note the improvement in raige resolution for the target peak
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Figure 4.22e HRR Profile with clutter compensation. Target velocity =500 M/s
Compensated velocity 700 m/s
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Figure 4 22f " IRR Profile with clutter cancellation. Target velocity = 500 mis
Compensated vJocity 1000 ni/s
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As the velocity cnompcilsation factor approaches the true target velocity, the

target peak sharpens, resulting in iuncreased signal strength and finer range resolution. This

technique will increase the probability of detectioi. as the output is higher for correct

compensation- It is also plssible to determine th- target ve!ocity as the correct velocity

compensation gives a larger output as compared with incorrect compensations

2. Effect of Compensation Velocity at a Reduced Signal to Clutter Ratio

The effects of vary.,ag the compensaticn velocity from 0 m/s to 100 m/s, 300

m/s, 500 m/s, 700 m/s, and 1000 m/s it an SCR of-20 dB are displayed in Figures 4.23a-f

respectively. From these figuies, it is evident that the signzal strength is maximized when

the compensation velocity equals the actual tatget veilocitv. These HRR profiles follow the

same pattern as those %r ith a high SCR of 20 dB which were displayed in Figures 4 22a-f

The major difference is in the relative amplitudes of the target peaks
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Fiue423a Uncompensated HIRR Profide SCR = -20 dB Target velocity =-500 nt's
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Figure 4723b HRR Profile with clutter cancellation. SCR -20 dB.
Target ve!oc;ty = 500 rn/s Compensated velocity = 100 m/s.
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Figure 4.23c HRR Profile with clutter cancellation SCR =--20 dB
Target velocity = 500 m/s Compensated velocity = 300 n/s
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Figure 4.23e HRR Profile with clutter cancellation SCR -20 dB.
Target velocity = 500 m/s Compensation velocity - 700 m/s
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Figure 4 23f HRR Profile with clutter cancellation. SCR = -20 dB
Target velocity = 500 nm/s. Compensation velocity = 1000 m/s.

In summary, a simulation program was developed to display the HRR profile

corresponding to a single original range bin of width cr/2 There are three versions of this

program, one for noise limited environments, one for clutter limited environments, and one

for ckitter limited environments which includes clutter cancellation followed by repeated

velocity compensations. The effects of individually varying waveform pa:ameters such as

the number of pulses, N, the frequency step size, AF, and the PRIF on the HRR profile are

graphikally illustrated, as well as the effects of target motion and velocity compensation

II
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V. CONCLUSIONS

This thesis investigates the realization of high radar range resolution by means of the

step frequency waveform. This waveform achieves high range resolution by coherently

processing the returns from N pulses each having a different carrier frequency that

changes by a fixed amount, from pulse to pulse The step frequercy waveform has two

principal advantages compared to conventional high resolution waveforms. First, since the

effective waveform bandwidth is realized over several pulses, each individual pulse is

sufficiently wide which eases the A/D sampling requirements Second, the step frequency

waveform can be implemented by conventional radar equipment, with the addition of a

stepped frequency synthesizer Thus high range resolution can be obtained using

narrowband components. The primary limitation of the step frequency waveform, as

compared to inirapuise pulse compression, is the time required to transmit and receive N

pulses needed to obtain the equivalent wide bandwidth o a single narrow pulse-

The effects of various waveform parameters on the high resolution range profile

(HRR profile) are determined for both stationary and moving targets in noise and clutter

environments The primary parameters include the number of pulses N, the frequency step

size AF, the PRF, and the pulse width T. Design methods are developed based on specified

requirements to optimize system performance for a low PRF mode in clutter limited and

noise limited situations. The design process specifies the range of values of each of the

primary waveform parameters which results in the required system performance

Target motion in the presence of noise or clutter results in dispersion of the target

peak in the HRR profile resulting in lower SNR as well as a shift in the peak location Jue

to range-doppler coupling, which can also result in target wraparound To overcome these
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effects, velocity compensation can be applied to the range profile provided that an

accurate target velocity estimate is available. If velocity compensation is not possible,

increasing the PRF can mitigate the effects of target motion only for noise limited cases.

However, to detect targets in the presence of clutter, target motiori is necessary for the

peak to migrate into the clutter free region of the profile. For a fixed target velocity, a

lower PRF results in f-urther migration into the clutter free zone.

In this thesis, a novel method is proposed to detect moving targets in clutter. Targets

shift out of clutter regions due to range-doppler coupling. The resulting shift in range

confirms the presence of a target since the clutter free region is free of returns from

stationary objects. Velocity compensation can be applied to the HRR profile to determine

the true range of an extended target. However, there are two problems to solve.

Specifically, the target velocity is unknown, and the portion of the range profile

corresponding to the true range is obscured by clutter. These problems are solved as

follows The clutte1 i, canceled by camcelixg it out once the separation of clutter and

target has taken place Since the target velocity is unknown, compensation can be

performed for several different velocities sequentially. The velocity which gives the highest

signal magnitude in the compensated profile is the correct target velocity.

Further research efforts in this area should include the study and design of medium

and high PRF modes of operation for the step frequency radar In addition, the properties

of the step frequency waveform using the ambiguity function need to be studied Finally,

methods to furiher refine velocity compensation of moving targets in clutter need to be

developed.
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APPENDIX A: DESCRIPTION OF HRR SIMULATION PROGRAMS

The purpose of the two simulation programs HRRC.M, and HRRN.M is to recreate a

synthetic high range resolution (HRR) profile in clutter limited situations and noise limited

situations respectively HRRCAD.M, the program which simulates clutter cancellation

followed by velocity compensation for moving targets in clutter will be discussed later

Each simulation is accessed by the user as a MATLAB function which simulates up to

three targets with varying ranges, velocities and cross-sections. In addition to the range

profile, the function returns the processed range resolution, and the unambiguous range

The range profile is displayed as a plot of the magraitude response of the inverse FFT in

decibels versus the bin number The followirng parameters are input by the user in the

order shown for both programs:

I n = the number of coherently integrated pulses

2 fstep = the frequency increment between successive pulses (Hz)

3. prf = the pulse repetition frequency of the radar (Hz)

4 rl = the initial range to the first target (m)

5 r2 = the initial range to the second target (m)

6 r3 the initial range to the third target (m)

7 v1 the radial velocity of the first target (- = opening) (- = closing) (mi/s)

8 v2 = the radial velocitv of the second target (m/s)

9 %3 the radial velocity of the third target ... (m/s)

In addition to these direct inputs, the following parameters are easily changed within the

program They are as follows
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I. sltr = the signal to noise ratio for a 1 m2 targez (dB)

2. scr = the signal to clutter i. tio 0or a I m2 target (IRRC.M on!y) (drBj

3. co = the compensated velocity (+ = openng) (- closing) (mi/s)

4 fo = the carrier frequency (Hlz)

The following quantities are computed and presented as outputs:

1. ru = the unambiguous range ',m)

2 rstep the proce-,sed range bin size (windowed) (m)

The output parameters can be changed to those mcre relevant to the user such is the

dispersion factor P, and the ringe bir, shift factor L.

Once all parameters aie specified, the first step of the program creates the in phase

and quadrature samples ef the target retlrm signal for the N pulses wthin the burst fhese

samples are written in complex exponential form for each target as.

s1 (k) = A,exp(-jo, (k)) (A 1)

where A, is the amplitude of the return from the kth pulse of the ith target, and ,

represents the corresponding phase. The amplitude of each target return is assumed to

remain constant from scan to scan. For a given target, the phase is expiessed as follows:

ý(k) = 27tf(k)t(k) (A.2ý

where t~k) is the carrier frequency of the kth pulse, and t(k) is the round trip time for the

kth target return Tlhe carrier frequency of the kth pulse within the burst is given by

f(k) = f" +(k - I)AF (A 3)
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where AF represents the frequency increment between successive pulses. The round trip

time of the kth target return is given by-

t(k) = 2R(k) (AA)c

where R(k) is the target range for the kth return pulse. The instantaneous target range is

specified as

R(k) = R. + (k - 1)v(.PRI) (A. 5)

where v is the radial velocity of the target. Substituting the expressions for the target

range, the target round trip time, and the carrier frequency into equation (A.2) yields the

overall expression for the phase of each return from a given target Thus the phase ý(k) is

rewritten as.

4r (f. + (k - I)AF)(Ro + (k - l)v(PRJ)) (A 6)
C

A velocity compensation factor is applied to each target return signai to nitigate the

effects of the range-doppler coupling caused by the target's radial velocity The accuracy

of the compensation factor depends on specifying the correct target radial velocity An

uncompensated profile is generated by setting the compensation velocity to zero The

simulation uses the same compensation factor for all three targets Thus, if the three

targets have different velocities, none of the targets are compensated exactly. In this case,
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the best possible results are obtained by using the average velocity in the compensation

factor. The velocity compensation factor is given asý

vc(k) = exp(j47t(co)(( + (k - I)PRI)) (A. 7)
C

where co indicates the compensation veiocity.

Thus, wvith velocity compensation, the k-th return signal for a given target becomes

s, (k) = A, exp(- jý,(k)) vc(k) (A-8)

In both s'mu~a',oiis, the SNR represents a ratio of the signal power to the noise power

as shown below in equation (A.9)ý

SN-R = A(A. 9)

2aim

The reference value of the SNR is set at 0 dB for the I M2 target (Dl ) prior to integration

and the noise source is modeled as white gaussian noise with a variance of 0.0002 Once

the noise variance is set a-d the SNR is specified for the I m target, the amplitude

corresponding to the I h target is determined froi equation (A 9) The cross sections of

the remaining two targets are specified as 10 m2 (T2), and 108 m2 (TI) which correspond

to targ-et SNR's of 10 dB and 20 dB respectively Since the target cross sect ions are

proportional to the signal poweo, increasin the target cross section by a factor of 10 is

equivalent to increasing the amplitude A ty a factor of -I tu e or 3.16.
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In addition to the actual targets, the cluttrv s;mulation (HRRC.M) models clttter

by including an additional ten closely spated scatterers within the original range bin of

width cT/2. The range for each clutter source is fixed and the expression for a single

clutter source is given as fbllowsý

c,(k)= j4n(f +(k - 1)AF)R,) (A 10)
c

where C represents the identical magnitude of each clutter source. The value of C is based

on the reference value of the signal to clutter ratio (SCR). The signal to clutter ratio,

(SCR) represents the ratio of the signal power of a I m: target (T3) and a sing!e clutter

source The expression for the SCR is given as.

A' 2 A2
SCR -C - C: (A II)

C" 2 C "

where C is the identical clutter magnitude for each clutter source.

The reference value of SCR is set at -20 dB for the I m2 target As a result, the signal

to clut.er ratio for the 10 m2 target (T2) and the 100 m2 target (TI) are set at -10 dB and

0 dB respectively. The clutter magritude C is determined based on the amplitude A,

computed for the I m2 target (T3) in equation (A 9), and the specified SCR value of -20

dB for that target The clutter magnitude is given as-

{C(A,) (A.12)
(SCR)
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The overall return signal for the kth pulse s(k) which consists oi the three targets, the

noise, and the clutter (if applicable) within one original range bin is given as:

3 10

s(k)= s (k) + c, (k) + an(k) (Ai3)

where the index i counts the number of targets and clutter sources, k is the pulse index.

and n(k) represents the noise source whose standard deviation a equals v/70062 or 0.04

Once the set of return signals are generated for one coherent processing interval, the

frequency domain data are then multiplied by a weighting function to reduce the sidelobe

levels of the inverse FFT. A Hamming window is used which reduces the sidelobes to -43

dB below the main lobe, but also widens the main lobe by 2 dB or a factor of 1-33. As a

result, the processed range resolution decreases by the same factor.

The main step in the program computes the Inverse Fourier Transform of the

frequency domain samples The magnitude of the inverse FFT represents the HRR profile

The HRR profile is plotted with the LFFT bin number on the x-axis, and the magnitude of

the IFFT in decibels on the y-axis. The final step computes the output quantities such as

the unambiguous range and the processed range resolution. In addition, optional output

quantities such as the dispersion factor, and the bin shift factor for each target are also

determined. The unambiguous range is given by the following relation

c
Ro = (A 14)

2AF
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where AF represents the freqv-!ncy increment between successive pulses. The processed

range resolution, is given as:

Kc
2nAF

where K is the factor by which the mainlobe is widened due to windowing (K =1 .33 for a

Hamming window)

In contrast to the two program.; discussed above, HRRCAD.M simulates one moving

target in clutter withfin an original range bin of width cr/2 and displays the output in tt-rms

of magnitude rather than decibels. The magnitude plot is chosen to better illustrate the

resulting improvement in the range resolution. The input parameters to this program are

entered in the following order:

i r = the number of coherently integrated pulses

2 fstep = the frequency increment between successive pulses (Hz)

3 prf = the pulse repetition frequency of the radar (Hz)

4. scr = the signal to clutter ratio (dB)

5. r = the initial range to the target (M)

6 v = the radial velocity of the target (+ = opening) (- closing) (m/s)

Once the initial parameters are entered, the program simulates the original clutter

limited HRR profile using the same general methods as in HRRC-M. The simulation then

prompts the user to enter the highest IFFT bin number which contains clutter, and the

compensation velocity for the target These two parameters are referred to as (bu) and

(co 1) inside the program
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The high bin number, for the clutter region determines the width of the rectangular

gating function which cancels the clutter. The gating function multiplies IFFT bin numbers

less than or equal to the high bin number with zeros, and the remainder of the original

HRR profile with ones; to implement the clutter cancellation. To smooth the resulting

sidelobes, the original HRR profile is then multiplied by a Hamming window prior to being

transformed once again to frequency domain data by the FFT.

Velocity compensation based on the user's estimate is applied to the resulting

fiequency domain samples. The compensated data are then transformed into the final HRR

profile by the inverse FFT. The resulting profile is free of clutter, and indicates an increase

in the target's signal strength provided that the correct compensation velocity has been

entered In addition, the program returns the unambiguous range R, and The processed

rarage resolution Ar.
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APPENDIX B: HRR SIMULATION PkOGRAM CODES

function [ru,rstep] = hrm(nfstsp.prf,rl ,r2,r3,vl ,v2.v3)
% This program is a MATLAB function which computes the HRR profile of
% a single range bin in noise limited situatiorns
% The following data are inputs for each of tli 3 targets:
% Number of pulses (n)
% Frequency step size (fstep)
% Pulse Repetition Frequency (prf)
% Initiai Target Ranges (rl. r2, r3)
% arget Radial Velocity (vl. v2, v3)(v opening)(- closing)

% The following parameters can be changed within the function
% Signal to Noise Ratio in (dB) for each target (snr)
% Nominal career frequency (fo)
0%b Velocity matched for compensation (co)
% The outputs are Ru = c/2*fstep, and Rstep = Kc/2*n*fstep,
% which are the unambiguous range and processed range bin size.
% The FFT size is equal to n-
% The frequency domain data are weighted by a Hamming window. (K=1.33)
% The noise is white gaussian noise with zero mean and variance equa; tZ. 0002.

% Initialize parameters
co = 0
fo = 1ýe9:
snr = O;
x=[0:r1-1:i
c 3e8,
K 1.33.
PRI = 1/prf,

% Convert the SNR from decibels to magnitude
a = 10 A(snr/t0):
A3 = sqrt(2"a*.0002).
A2 = sqrt(l 0)*A3 '
Al = s~rt(1 0)*A3;

% Generate the frequency domain data
for kWl n.

f(k) = fo + (k-1)*fstep;.
vc(k) = exp(y*4pi*co'f(k)*(k-1) PRI/c):
sl(k) = A1 *exp(-(4"pi/C)*f(k)*(ri '-(k-1 )v1 PRI))*vc(k),
s2(k) = A2"exp(.(4"pi/c)*f(k)*(r2 +(k-1)*v2"PRI))*vc(k).
s3(k) = A3*exp(-(4*pi/c)*f(k)*(r3 +(k-1)*v3"PRl))*vc(k);
s(k) =(s (lk)+s2(k)+s3(k)) + sqrl(.0002)*randn:

end
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% Compute the IFFT
h = hamnming(n):
sw = s.*h-
S = ifft(sw);,
Mag = abs(S)-
dbmag = 20*1ogIO(mag);

% Compute output quantities
ru = c/t2*fstep);
rstep =(K~c)i(2*ntstep):
P =v~n*PRI'rstep-;

B =n~fstep;

fc f o + B/2;
L =(fcIB)-P.

% Plot the HRR Profile
plot(x,dbmag)
grid
xlabel('IFFT bin number)
ylabel('Magniiude response in dB')
gtext('Tl')
gtext(CT2')
gtextCT3')
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function Iru~rstep] hrrc(n,fstep~prf~rl ,r2,r3,vl ,v2,v3)
% This program is a MATLAB function which
% computes the HRR profile in clutter limited situations
% The following data are inputs for each of the 3 targets:

% Number of pulses (ni)
% Frequettcy step size (fstep)
% Pulse Repetition Frequency (pr1)
% Initial Ranges (0i, r2. r3)
% Target Radial Velocity (v0. v2, v3)(+ opening)(- closing)

% The following parameters can be changed within the function
% ~Nominal carrer frequency (fo)
% Signal to Noise Ratio in (dB) for each target (snr)
% ~Signal to Clutter Ratico in (dB) for each target (scr)
% Compensated velocity (co)

%/ T~e outputs are Ru =c'2*fstep, and Rstep = Kc/2*nfstep,
% which are the unambiguous range and processed range bit, size.
% The frequency duma'n data are weighted by a Hamming window... (K =1-33)

% The noise is white gaussian noise with zero mean and unit variance

%/ Initialize parameters
fo = 1e9.
snr =01
scr = -20
co =0:

K 1.33:1
C r s

x= [O~n-il:
a 0 A (snr/lO):,
A3 =sqrt(2'a*.0002):,
A2 =sqrt(l0)*A3:.
All sqrt(100)-A3-.
b= 10 11(scr/I10) -
C =sqrt((A3A 2)!(b)):

% Generate the frequency domain data
for k1l:n,

f(k) = to *' (k-l.)fstep-:
vc(k) =exp*4*pi~co~f(k)*(k-l)*PRI/c):.
rl (k) = Al exp(-0*4*pi/c)*f(k)*(rl +(k-1 )v1*PRI))*vc(k):,
s2(k) =A2*exp(-0*4*pi/c)*f(k)*(r2 +(,k-1)*v2PR1)pvc(k)-,
s3(k) =A3*exp(-('4*pi/c)*f(ky*(r3 (k.1)*v',PRi))*vc(k)-
cl (k) = C'exp(-0*4*pi/c)*f(k)*1),
c2(k) C%1'exp(.(J*4'pi/c)f(k)*2),
c3(k) C~exp(-0*4*pi/c)*f(k)*3)+
cAlk) Cep-*'1,)fk')
c5(k,' C exp(-(i*4pi!c)*f(k)*6),
c8(k) =C~exp(-0*4*pi/c)*f(k,)7):,

c7(k) =C~exn(-O4'pi/i;)f(k)*9):
c8(k C~exp(-0*4*piic)*f(k)'1 1)
c-3(k) = C~exp(-*4*pi/c)*f(k)*13):,
clO(k) =C*,xp((j*4*pi/c)'f(k)*15).
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s(k) = (sl(k)as2(k)+s3(k)) +(ci (k)tc-2(k)+r 3'k)+c4(k)+c5(k)+c6-(k)

+ c7(k).c8(k)+cQ(k)+cl O(k)) + sqrt(.0C02)*.andn:

end

% Compute the IFFT
h = hammirtg(n)-.

.w=s .* '
mag = abs(S):
dbrn~ag =20OioglO(mag),

% Compute the output quantities
ru rct(2*fstep),l
rstep = K*cI(2*nfstep);,
p1l = vl~nPRlIrstep;,
p2 = v2*n*PRI/rstep:.
p3 = v3*nPRllrstep:,
P =[p1 p2 p3J*
B =n~fstep,

fc f o + B/2-;
L = (fcIB) .* P:.

%/ Plot the HRR Profile
plot(x,dbmag)
grid
xlabeIC'.FFT bin number)
ylabel(Wagnitude response in dB')
gtext('T1*)
giexi('T2" M
gtext('T3)
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function [ru.rstep] hrrcad(n,fstep~prf,scr. r,v)
% This program is a MATLAB function which computes
% the HRR profile of a single meoving arget in clutter.
% This program includes clutter canc~ellation
% followed by velocity compensation.
% The input data consists of the following:

% Number of pulses (n)
% Frequency step size (fstep)
% ~Pulse Repetition Frequency (kprt)
% Signal to Clutter Ratio for 1 square meter target (ser)
% ~Initial Ta.-gat Rarge (r)
% Target Radial Velocity (v) (+ opening) (- closing)

% The following parameters can be changed within the function
% Amplitude of return signal for 1 square meter target (Al)
% ~Nominal carrer frequency (fo)

% The following parameters are input by the user after the
% original HRR profile is d~splayedý

% Highest IFFT bin containing clutter (bu)
% ~Compensation velocity (c-ol)

%/ The outnuts are Ru = cl2*fstep, and Rstep = K~cl2n~fstep,
% which a ý the unambiguous range and processed range bin size.
% The FFT size is equal to n.

% initialize parametE rs
fo = 1e9-
x-,,~ I';..*J.

c = ZeB,
PRI = 1/pitf-
Al = 1b= lOA(scr/10).
% B is the clutter magnitude
8 - sq rt((Al1A 2)/b)-

for k1 :n,
f(k) = fo + (k-l)*fstep-:
s1(k) =Al *exp(.(j4'pic)*fk)*(r1 *(k-l1)*vl PRI)):,
ci (k) = B~exp(-04*pi/c)*f(k)1l):.
c2(k) = B~exp(-0j4*pic)'f(k)*2):,
c3(k) =B'exp(-0*4*pi/c)*f(k)*3):
cA (k) = B~exp(-(j*4pi/c)4f(k)*5),
c5(k) =B~exp(-I*4*pi/c)*f(k)*6):
c6(k) = B~exp(-0*4*pi/c)*f(k)*7).'
rc7(k) =B~exp(-0*4*pi/c)*f(k)*9).
C8(k) = B~exp(.*4*pi/c)*ftk)1l 1).
c9(k) = B~exp(-0f4*p!/c)*f(k)1l 3).'ci 0(k) = B~exp(-*4'pi/c)*f(k)1l 5).
S(k) = Si (k) + (ci (k.)+c2'.(k)+c3(k)+c4(k)i+c5(k).c6(k)

+c7(k)+c-8(k)+cg(k,)+cl 0(k)),
end
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"% Compute original range profile
"% Determine output quantities, Ru and rstep
S ifti(s);
mag = abs(S);
ru = c/(2*fstep):
rstep = K'c/(2"n'fstep),
plot(x.mag)
grid
titieCOriginal Range Profile')
xlabei('IFFT bin number (originci),')
ylabel('Magnitude response')
gtext(T1 )

"% Obtain user input for clutter cancellation and
"% compensation velocity
bu = inputCEnter high bin number for clutter')
col input('Enter velocity for targe, 1')
ssl = [zeros(1 :bu) ones(l:n-bu)] .* S;1

% Wi.1dow the range domain data
h = hamming(n):
ssl = ssl .° h';

for k=l.n.
f(k) = fo + (k-1)°fstep;
vcl (k) = expj*4*pi*col *f(k)*(k-1)°PRI/c):

end

% Apply velocity compensation to transfomied data

SSI = fft(ssl) .° vC.1;

% Compute final range profile

FSS = ifft(SS1) '
finpiot = (abs(FSS)),
figure
plot(x,fi nplot);--

title('Cornpensated HRR profile')
xlabel('IFFT Bin No')
ylabel('Magnitude response')
grid
gtext('Ti')
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